We propose to use efficient quantum error correcting codes with multilevel systems to protect encoded quantum information from erasure errors and efficient implementation to repetitively correct these errors. Our scheme makes use of quantum polynomial codes to encode quantum information and generalizes teleportation based error correction for multilevel systems to repetitively correct photon erasures and operation errors. We discuss the application of our scheme for one-way quantum repeaters and discuss their physical implementation using atom mediated multiqubit gates.
We propose to use efficient quantum error correcting codes with multilevel systems to protect encoded quantum information from erasure errors and efficient implementation to repetitively correct these errors. Our scheme makes use of quantum polynomial codes to encode quantum information and generalizes teleportation based error correction for multilevel systems to repetitively correct photon erasures and operation errors. We discuss the application of our scheme for one-way quantum repeaters and discuss their physical implementation using atom mediated multiqubit gates. Detectable erasure errors arise in various models of quantum computation in the form of photon erasures [1] [2] [3] [4] , qubit erasures [5] or leakage processes [6] [7] [8] . Protecting quantum information from erasure errors is an important challenge for realistic quantum computation and communication. One approach to correct erasure errors is heralded detection, which is often used in entanglement generation experiments to overcome photon erasures conditioned on certain photon click patterns [9] [10] [11] . However, heralded detection is a probabilistic scheme, which leads to additional overhead in temporal and physical resources [12] . Erasure errors can be corrected determinisitcally using error-correcting codes to encode the quantum information and by using error correction to correct them [13] [14] [15] [16] . To achieve this, it is crucial to have efficient error correcting codes and robust implementation to correct erasure errors.
In general, any error correcting code can correct no more than 50% erasure error rates deterministically with one way communication owing to the no-cloning theorem [17] . Recently, there have been significant advances in searching for quantum codes that can correct up to 50% erasure error rates. Varnava et. al. [13] showed that by using tree-like cluster states for encoding, one can correct erasure error rates up to 50% bound for one way quantum computing. Stace and Barrett [14, 15] demonstrated that surface codes can also correct up to 50% erasure error rates. However, these codes often require large code size to enable the correction of a large fraction of erasure errors. In practice, it is desirable to have smaller size codes, which can achieve high success rates.
Quantum error correcting codes of higher-dimensional systems provide a new route to efficiently correct erasure errors. For example, quantum polynomial codes (QPyC) [18, 19] are an interesting class of CSS codes that were introduced in the context of quantum computation [18] and shown to be useful for quantum secret sharing [19] , where one can encode a secret qudit into a [[2k + 1, 1, k + 1]] d quantum polynomial code of 2k + 1 qudits (with prime dimension d ≥ 2k +1) and distribute it among many parties, so that at least (k + 1) of them should get together to reconstruct the secret. Moreover, QPyC is suitable for the correction of erasure errors up to a fraction of k/(2k + 1) → 50% for a large k.
In this Letter, we first show the advantage of using QPyC for the correction of erasure errors over the qubit based encoding schemes for both small and large size codes. Then, we generalize teleportation based error correction (TEC) for the correction of erasure errors usng QPyC. As an application, we consider using the QPyC for ultrafast one-way quantum repeater schemes, and demonstrate that optimized quantum repeaters that use QPyC for encoding can perform more efficiently than the previously known schemes [20, 21] .
Error correction for erasure errors. To illustrate, how the error correction for erasure errors works, we first consider the four-qubit [ [4, 1, 2] ] code that maps a qubit into the logical states [16, 22] ,
where the subscripts 1-4 denote qubits 1-4. If one of the physical qubits undergoes an erasure error (say qubit 1), then the complementary qubit (qubit 2) is measured in the Z-basis and the measurement outcome can be used for reconstructing the encoded qubit [23] . We need at least four qubits to correct one erasure error [24] . In contrast, if we consider multilevel systems, we can actually correct an erasure error using a three-qutrit [[3, 1, 2]] 3 code that maps a qutrit into logical states [19] ,
where, the subscripts 1-3 represent qutrits 1-3. If, a single qutrit is lost, it is possible to reconstruct the encoded qutrit by performing an addition modulo three operation on the remaining qutrits [23] . We compare the success probability [19] . The QPyC code is a CSS code which extends the classical [2k + 1, 1, k + 1] polynomial code to the quantum scenarios with the encoded states [18] ,
where,
The success probability of decoding QPyC after it has undergone erasure errors is given by,
In Fig. 1(b) , we show that for a reasonable code size, it is possible to achieve substantially low failure rates P f ail = 1 − P QPyC success even in the presence of high erasure rates p l . It can be seen from Eq. (4) that at p l = 50%, P QPyC success = 1/2 independent of the code size. Further, note that the success probability of error correction has a phase transition with k → ∞, P QPyC success → 1 for p l ≥ 50% and P QPyC success → 0 for p l < 50%. We obtain the critical exponent of phase transition by noting that for k → ∞ [23] ,
For a given P QPyC success , we need the QPyC with size
yielding a critical exponent of 2.
We will now compare the performance of surface codes [25] with QPyC. Surface codes consists of a D ×D square lattice with 2D 2 qubits in total, where each qubit located on the edges of the square lattice. The logical operators X L (Z L ) of the surface codes are given by the product of X (Z) operators along a non-trivial homological cycle connecting the boundaries [25] . The probability of measuring X L and Z L operators and decoding the surface code is essentially the success probabilities of bond percolation in the square lattice and its dual lattice. It is well known that the bond percolation threshold is 50% for a square lattice [26] , meaning that as the distance of the lattice D → ∞, P SC success → 1 for p l < 50% and P SC success → 0 for p l > 50%. In Fig.  1(d) we study the success probabilities of surface codes with three different distances (3, 7, 12) and find that at p l = 1/2, P SC success ≈ 0.30, agreeing with the earlier numerical work on crossing probabilities on a square lattice [27] . In Fig. 1 (c) we see that P QPyC success = 0.5 for all code sizes. Therefore, close to p l = 50%, QPyC of any code size always performs better than surface codes. Further, it can be seen in Fig. 1 (d) that threshold for surface codes with D = 3 is about 37%, and it approaches 50% for larger code sizes, while the threshold of QPyC is 50% for all code sizes. (3, 7, 12) . Implementation of error correction for erasure errors. Teleportation based error correction (TEC) [28, 29] has been shown to be an effective approach for the correction of erasure and operation errors for qubit encoding schemes. Since teleportation requires X and Z measurements on qubits, error correction for erasure and operation errors is possible if we can reliably measure the logical operators X L and Z L of the error correcting code [20] . For example, consider the logical operators of the [ [4, 1, 2] ] code X L = IZIZ, ZIZI and Z L = IIXX, XXII. If any qubit undergoes an erasure error, X L and Z L can still be expressed using the remaining three qubits, and consequently the encoded qubit can be retrieved.
TEC can be extended to multilevel systems [ Fig. 2 ] by using generalized Pauli operators that act on d-level system as X l |j = |j + l and [30] and SUM gate that acts on a control qudit in state |i with a target qudit in state |j to produce the transformation |i |j → |i |(i + j)mod d [30] . The capability to measure X L and Z L is sufficient to correct erasure and operation errors using TEC. An interesting alternative to TEC is provided by onebit teleportation based error correction (OBTEC) [31] circuits, using which we can correct erasure errors. In OBTEC circuit, we carry out measurement only on the encoded block without the necessity of an encoded Bell pair. The advantage of considering OBTEC is that one can save half of the resources to perform error correction. However, in the presence of operation errors, one can consider TEC as it is fully fault-tolerant [20] .
Application in quantum repeaters. One-way (or third generation) quantum repeaters [20, 21, 32] rely on quantum error correction to correct photon erasure errors from transmission and relay quantum information from one repeater station to the next. At each station, error correction operations are performed before the message is transmitted to the next station. Since erasure errors are the most outstanding challenge for repeater schemes, it is important to consider quantum error correcting codes that can correct erasure errors very efficiently. Recently, it has been shown that quantum parity codes (QPC) [20, 21, 33] (a generalization of the [ [4, 1, 2] ] code) can efficiently correct erasure and operation errors using TEC. Since QPyC can correct more erasure errors than QPC, it is reasonable to consider QPyC instead of QPC for one-way quantum repeaters, and expect a significant improvement for resource requirements and key generation rates.
For a systematic comparison of QPC and QPyC, we consider the conversion of a d-level qudit into log 2 d qubits and compare the performance of the codes by a cost coefficient C (L tot ) = 2k+1 log2d L0R
where, L tot is the total communication distance, L 0 is the repeater spacing, and R is the secure key generation rate. The C (L tot ) refers to the number of qubits required per km for the generation of one secure bit in one second [20] . In Fig. 3(a) , we compare the cost coefficients of QPyC and QPC for various L tot . We find that in the absence of operation errors, the new scheme with QPyC and OBTEC can achieve a very small cost coefficient that is about 10 times less than for QPC with TEC for L tot = 10, 000 km. In Fig. 3(b) , we study the dependence of R · t 0 , where t 0 is the the time delay due to local quantum operations, with respect to the total distance of communication for small encoded blocks of QPyC, with spacing between the repeaters as 1 km and assuming absence of operation errors. It can be seen that for t 0 = 1 µs, 3(7) qudits are sufficient to reach 700(10,000) km with a key generation rates R ≈ 10(1000) kHz. Physical implementation. For the implementation of quantum repeaters with QPyC encoding schemes, it is advantageous to consider time-bin photonic qudits be-cause they can be efficiently generated at telecom wavelengths and coupled into an optical fiber. A Controlled-Z (CZ) gate can be realized between two physical time-bin qudits by a generalization of the Duan-Kimble scheme [2] to multilevel systems. For qutrits, they can be realized in the recently demonstrated strong coupled neutral 87 Rb atom and micro-cavity system [34] . Multiple hyperfine energy levels, e.g. the transitions between 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 1 and 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 1 manifolds, can be considered. By controlling the Zeeman magnetic field, the transition frequencies relative to the cavity mode can be tuned precisely.
The procedure of Controlled-Z (CZ) gate between the time-bin qutrit (superposition of three pulses) and atom can be realized in three steps: 1. For the first incoming pulse, all energy levels are detuned from the cavity mode, then we have operation on atom energy levels as U a,1 = diag{1, 1, 1}. 2. For the second pulse, magnetic field is tuned so that the phase shift is 2π/3, 0 and −2π/3,
For the third pulse, the magnetic field is reversed so that the phase shift is −2π/3, 0 and 2π/3, then U a,3 = diag{e
One can implement a CZ gate between two time-bin photonic qutrits (f and s) by applying three photonatom CZ gates (C f,a = m |m f m| ⊗ U a,m with m = 1, 2, 3 denoting the state of photon qutrits) and two Fourier gates (F a ) on atoms as [18] . for j, k = 1, 2, 3. The atom state initialization and Fourier gate of atom can be realized by the microwave or optical Raman pulsed controlled transitions (|g 1 ↔ |g 2 and |g 2 ↔ |g 3 ) and the phase gate Z. For d ≥ 3, the CZ gate can be implemented by using the system of d atoms coupled to the same cavity mode. Each atom consists of a Λ transition, with ground states |g and |s and excited state -e . The g − e transition is near resonance with the cavity mode, while the s-e transition is far off-resonance. In addition, the transition frequencies of atoms can be controlled by external electric or magnetic field individually. To implement a CZ gate, the atoms are initialized to |ss . . . s , followed by single photon Raman transition to the one-excitation Dicke state
). Then, the CZ gate of d-level time-bin qudit can be realized by precisely tuning the frequencies of atoms: for j-th (j = 1, . . . , d) pulse input to the system, the k-th (k = 1, . . . , d) atom are tuned to be near-resonance with the cavity so that the reflected pulse gain a phase of e i π d (j−1)(k−1) . The Fourier gate of atoms can be realized by virtual cavity photon mediated atom-atom interaction,with strong pumping on the |s ↔ |e transition, with the frequency difference equals to the detuning between cavity photon and |g ↔ |e . Based on that, the CZ gate between two time-bin qudits can be realized with the same procedure described earlier.
Summary and outlook. We investigated the usage of efficient codes of multilevel systems that can correct up to 50% erasure error rates to encode quantum information. The success probability of error correction of QPyC near 50% erasure rates is always higher than that of surface codes of all code sizes. We generalized TEC to multilevel systems and proposed its usage for the correction of erasure and operation errors, and a simpler resource efficient scheme -OBTEC to correct only erasure errors. In comparison with the earlier known one-way quantum repeater schemes that used QPC for encoding, we obtained a considerable improvement in resources for communication across 10,000km. In future, it will be interesting to consider the experimental implementation of multilevel systems using oscillators [35] , Rydberg atoms [36] and ensembles of multilevel systems [37, 38] . Moreover, one can extend the coding schemes to continuous variables [39] for the correction of erasure errors. We can also consider the usefulness of quantum error correcting codes for multilevel systems that can correct a large fraction of erasure errors to improve precision metrology [40] [41] [42] .
Supplementary information on: Overcoming erasure errors in quantum memories with multilevel systems
Let us consider the following encoding procedure which maps an unknown single qubit into a quantum error correcting code through α|0 + β|1 → α|0 L + β|1 L , where each physical qubit is mapped into two Bell states as follows [22] ,
where the subscripts 1-4 denote qubits 1-4. Suppose now we transmit this encoded qubit through a channel and it undergoes at most one erasure error. The quantum error correcting codes enable the reconstruction of the encoded qubit as follows. First, the location of the lost photon can be detected by a quantum non-demolition measurement. Next, to reconstruct the encoded qubit we need to measure its complementary qubit in the Z-basis with the measurement outcome a ∈ {0, 1}. That is, if qubit 1 is lost we measure qubit 2; or if qubit 3 is lost we measure qubit 4. Suppose qubit 1 is lost, after measuring qubit 2, the state of the system collapses to a pure state α(|00 +|11 ) 34 +(−1) a β(|00 −|11 ) 34 . As such, the original state α|0 + β|1 is recovered as we know the value of a. Note that here; in order to encode a physical qubit into an encoded state, one needs at least four qubits to correct one arbitrary erasure error.
To reduce the consumption of the resources, one possibility is to explore multi-level systems. As shall be shown below, it is feasible to correct an arbitrary erasure error with a quantum code of just three qutrits instead of four qubits. As an example, let us consider the following code which encodes a qutrit α|0 + β|1 + γ|2 into three qutrits [19] ,
Here, the subscripts 1-3 represent qutrits 1-3. Suppose, a single qutrit is lost, then it is possible to reconstruct the secret using qutrits 1 and 2. For example, if qutrit 1 is lost, then the state of qutrits 2 and 3 are given by,
We now apply the circuit shown in Fig. 4 to |ψ i to obtain the encoded state α|0 + β|1 + γ|2 .
The circuit used to decode the encoded qutrit.
One can also reconstruct the encoded qutrit using the OBTEC circuit as shown in Fig. 5 . OBTEC can be extended to higher number of qudits in a similar fashion. Note that the four-qubit code and the three-qutrit code only work for a single erasure error. In practice, we will experience more photon erasures and therefore, we need quantum error correcting codes that are capable of correcting more than one erasure error. Interestingly, both quantum error-correcting codes of qudits and qutrits can be generalized for more erasure errors. Specifically, the four-qubit code can be generalized to (n, m) quantum parity codes [33] by encoding each qubit into an n GHZ states of length-m each. This code works efficiently only for small erasure errors (≈ 20%). The second code with qutrits can be generalized to [[2k + 1, 1, k + 1]] d QPyC of qudits which can correct up to 50% erasure errors that are considered in the Letter.
CRITICAL EXPONENTS
The success probability for the QpyC [[2k + 1, 1,
where 2 F 1 (a, b; c; d) is the Hypergeometric function. Around the fixed point P success (k,
where
. For k → ∞, make the
for k 1. That means for given P success , we need the QpyC with the size k ≈ π 4
The probability that more than k photons are lost during transit is
The probability that a heralded failure does not happen at any one of the R repeater stations is given by,
Let us suppose that n 1 photons are lost before the destination. Among the rest of the (2k + 1 − n 1 ) photons that arrive the destination, n 2 photons suffer operation errors. As such, the code can correct up to n 1 + 2n 2 ≤ k errors. The probability of successfully measuring the encoded X/Z measurement outcomes is given by,
The probability of incorrect decoding of the qudit is given by, 
It is easy to verify that p f ail(X/Z) +p correct(X/Z) +p incorrect(X/Z) = 1. The fidelity of the encoded quantum information can be defined as,
For the two state protocol for quantum key distribution (where information is encoded in only two logical bases X 1 and Z 1 ), the asymptotic normalized key generation rate is [43] .
with
The variation of optimized C (L tot ) is shown is Fig. 6 . 
